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The subject of this paper is to analyse connectivity and paths in random induced
< < nsubgraphs of generalized n-cubes over an alphabet A with A s a , Q . Thea
n  .vertices of Q are n-tuples x , . . . , x , where x g A, i s 1, . . . , n, and twoa 1 n i
vertices are adjacent if they differ in exactly one coordinate. Random induced
subgraphs, G - Q n, are obtained by selecting each vertex of Q n independentlyn a a
  ..with probability l . The first theorem shows that for l s c ln n rn there existsn n
a unique largest component in G - Q n which contains almost all vertices and thatn a
 .the size of the second largest component is F Cnrln n , C ) 0. The second
theorem describes connectivity and paths of G for constant probability l ) 0. It isn
proved that two vertices P, Q contained in the largest component of G , that haven
distance k in Q , have a distance F k q k in G and are typically connected by aa n
large number of independent G -paths. Further, for any two vertices P, Q con-n
tained in the largest G component there exists a constant c ) 0 such that theirn P , Q
distance is F c n. Q 1997 Academic PressP , Q
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1. INTRODUCTION
The main motivation for introducing random induced subgraphs of
generalized n-cubes, Q n, is the analysis of maps defined on generalizeda
n-cubes into a set of ``structures.'' These maps are studied in evolutionary
w xoptimization and mathematical biology 11 . In this context a ``structure''
 .  4 consists of i a contact graph C with vertex set 1, . . . , n the indices ofn
 . w n x.  .the coordinates of a vertex x , . . . , x g v Q and ii a multiset of1 n a
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 .symmetric relations R . The relations are imposed on the extremi-e eg ew C xn w x  .ties of edges of the contact graph 12 . A vertex P s x , . . . , x is called1 n
 4 w xcompatible to a given structure if for any two x , x with j, k g e Cj k n
 .   . .holds x , x g R . Then the preimage of a structure C , Rj k  j, k4 n e eg ew C xn
can be modeled as a random induced subgraph of Q n by selecting alla
w n x w xcompatible vertices P g v Q with independent probability l ; see 13a n
for details. The basic random graph model considered here differs there-
w xfore from the standard random graphs introduced by Erdos and Renyi 14È Â
where edges of a fixed base graph X are selected independently and the
w xvertex set v X is fixed.
 4This paper contains two theorems. Theorem 1 proves that for m G sn
<Gn < .a ny< Gn <   ..l 1 y l , where l s c ln n rn and c ) 0 is sufficiently large,n n n
the largest component of random induced subgraphs of generalized n-cubes
contains almost all vertices. A related result was obtained for standard
w xrandom graphs by Ajtai, Komlos, and Szemeredi 1 .Â Â
w x n nTHEOREM 1 . Let Q be a Boolean hypercube and G - Q be sub-2 n 2
graphs obtained by independently selecting Q n edges at random with probabil-2
ity p s crn. Then
lim m G has a largest component of size K 2 n , K ) 0 s 1 for c ) 1. 4n
nª`
To prove the theorem, the authors first verified the existence of many
vertices contained in connected subgraphs of size G n2 and then proved
that there cannot exist a certain bipartition among the connected sub-
graphs of size G n2 using the isoperimetric inequality of Harper and
w xBernstein 9, 6 . The proof of Theorem 1 follows a similar argumentation.
Lemma 1 determines a lower bound for the ¨ertex boundary of Q n-sub-a
graphs. For this purpose Q n is considered as a Cayley graph which thena
w xallows the use of an algebraic method 2, 4 . Lemma 2 guarantees that
almost all G -vertices are contained in connected subgraphs of size G nh,n
h g N. The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the two lemmas and splits into
w xthree claims. Claim 1 applies the argument in 1 to the closure of the
family of connected subgraphs of size G nh. Claim 2 concludes the
 .existence of the unique largest component using Claim 1 by proving that
< <every induced subgraph Y - G of size c G , c ) 0, has a closure that isn n 1 n 1
too large. Using the fact that almost all G -vertices are contained inn
connected subgraphs of size G nh, Claim 3 estimates the size of the
 .second largest component. It follows that l s c ln n rn guarantees then
existence of a unique largest G -component, C 1. that contains almost alln n
G -vertices and that there is a gap in the sequence of components. Then
 .second largest G -component contains at most Cnrln n , C ) 0, vertices.n
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Theorem 2 analyses paths and connectivity in random induced sub-
w n xgraphs obtained by selecting vertices P g v Q with independent, con-a
stant probability, l. The analysis provides a new proof for connectivity of
n  .random induced subgraphs of Q . The random variable d P, Q isa k , Gnw 1.xstudied. Its values are the distances between P, Q g v C having then
n w 1.xfinite distance k in Q . It is shown that for all pairs P, Q g v C almosta n
 .  .surely a.s. holds d P, Q - k q k. In this situation there typicallyk , Gn
exists some finite number of G -neighbors of P and Q, respectively, thatn
are connected by c n independent paths, with c ) 0. It is furtherP , Q P , Q
 .proved that there exists a natural number l s l l such that the largest
component contains the subgraph induced by all vertices having degree
w 1.xG l. Moreover any two vertices P, Q g v C have distance F c n,n P , Q
where c ) 0. Finally, the threshold value for the connectivity propertyP , Q
w xof random induced subgraphs 13, 11 is determined. This threshold value
is proved to be simultaneously the threshold value for the nonexistence of
G -vertices with finite degree.n
1.1. Notation
 .An undirected graph is a pair V, E , where V is a finite set whose
elements are called ¨ertices and E is a set of unordered pairs of distinct
vertices whose elements are called edges. Since we typically work with
w x w xdifferent graphs we write V s v X and E s e X . Vertices of X are
w x w x < < < w x <referred to as P g v X , edges as y g e X , and X [ v X is called the
 4 size of X. Let y s P, Q be an X-edge. Then P, Q are called adjacent in
. w xX and are called extremities of y. For a vertex P g v X the number of
 4edges of the form P, Q is called the X degree of P. There is an obvious
notion of a graph morphism and if Y ª X is an embedding we call Y a
X w xsubgraph of X. We call a subgraph Y - X induced, if P, P g v Y are
adjacent in Y if and only if P, PX are adjacent in X. The subgraph induced
by all X-vertices having degree at least l is referred to as X . A path in Xl
 . w x w xis a multiset Q , y , Q , . . . , y , Q , where Q g v X , y g e X , Q1 1 2 n nq1 i i i
and Q being adjacent by y . The length of a path is the number of edgesiq1 i
 .  .in the multiset Q , y , Q , . . . , y , Q ; the distance d P, Q between1 1 2 n nq1 X
X-vertices P, Q is the minimal length of an X-path connecting P, Q or `
if there is no such path. The diameter of X is the maximum of all
w x  .  w x  . 4distances in X. For P g v X we set B P [ Q g v X ¬ d Q, P F kk X
 .  w x  . 4and S P [ Q g v X ¬ d Q, P s k . X is called connected if any twok X
vertices occur in an X-path. X-subgraphs induced by maximal connected
subsets of vertices are called components. Let Y be a subgraph of X. The
sets of X _Y-vertices and X-vertices, that are adjacent to some vertices of
Y, are called ¨ertex boundary, d Y, and closure, Y, of Y in X, respectively.X
A vertex P is called isolated in X if it is not an extremity to an edge
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w x  .y g e X . A Cayley graph, G G, S , consists of a group G and a set of
G-generators S with the properties Sy1 s S and 1 f S. Its vertex set is G
and two vertices P, Q g G are adjacent if and only if PQy1 g S. Let
 .G X be the set of all induced subgraphs of X. For 0 F l F 1 and
 .G g G X we have
< < < <X y G<G < 4m G [ l 1 y l . .l
  . .m is obviously a measure and G X , m is a probability space. For al l
subgraph Y - Q n we will sometimes write dY instead of d Y and for ana Q na
n  n.  4induced subgraph G - Q we refer to the measure on G Q as m G sn a a n n
<Gn < .a ny< Gn <   n. .l 1 y l without explicit reference to l . G Q , m is therebyn n n a n
a sequence of probability spaces. Q n-components will be referred to as Ca n
n  . n .and Q G is the subgraph of Q G induced by all vertices havinga , l n, l a n
degree G l. By c, c , . . . or K, K , . . . we will denote positive, nonzero1 1
constants. Further we will frequently make use of the following result on
 4 w xsums of independent random variables, Z , having values in 0, 1 7, 3 :n
yc Ew Z x1 nw x w x;c ) 0, 'c ) 0, m Z y E Z ) cE Z F e . 41 n n n n
w xFor any positive integer valued random variable Z we have E Z Gn n
 4  w x.  4 w xm Z ) 0 and E Z rl G m Z ) l . In particular, lim E Z s 0n n n n n nª` n
 4implies lim m Z s 0 s 1.nª` n n
1.2. Main Results
In this paper the following two theorems will be proved.
n   ..THEOREM 1. Let Q be a generalized n-cube, l [ c ln n rn, h g N,a n
 n.  4 <Gn < .a ny< Gn <and m a measure on G Q such that m G s l 1 y l . Thenn a n n n n
we can choose c ) 0 such that:
 . 1.i The largest G -component, C , is the induced subgraph of alln n
G -¨ertices that are contained in G -components of size G nh, for somen n
h g N, and
1. w x;e ) 0, lim m G C ¬G 1 y e G s 1. 4n n n n
nª`
 . 2. < 2. <ii The second largest G -component, C , has the property C Fn n n
 .Cnrln n , C ) 0.
Theorem 2 describes the structure of random induced subgraphs G withn
 4 <Gn < .a ny< Gn <underlying measure m G s l 1 y l , where l ) 0 is constant.n n
THEOREM 2. Let Q n be a generalized n-cube, 0 - l F 1 a constant, ma n
 n.  4 <Gn < .a ny< Gn <a measure on G Q such that m G s l 1 y l , and G thea n n n, l
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induced subgraph of G -¨ertices with degree G l. For an induced subgraphn
 .Y - G let a be the following pair of propertiesn wY x
 . w xi For some natural number l and all pairs of ¨ertices P, Q g v Y ,
 .   i.  i..  i.  4nwith d P, Q s k, there exist at least l pairs P , Q , where P g d P ,Q 1 1 1a i.  4Q g d Q such that there are c n independent G -path of length k q 41 P , Q n
connecting P  i., Q i., for 1 F i F l.1 1
 . w xii For any two ¨ertices P, Q g v Y there exist a Y-path p and aP , Q
constant c such that p connects P and Q and has length F c n.P , Q P , Q P , Q
Then the following assertions hold
i ' l9 g N, ;e ) 0, .
< < w xlim m G G G 1 y e ¬ G s 1, 4n n n , l n
nª`
ii ' l9 g N lim m G has property a s 1, .  4 .n n wG 9xn , lnª`
a y 1¡ y1’1, for l ) 1 y a~iii lim m G has property a s .  4 .n n wG xn a y 1nª` ¢ y1’0, for l - 1 y a .
1.3. Proof of Theorem 1
For the proof of Theorem 1 we need two lemmas. The first lemma gives
a lower bound on the vertex boundary of induced subgraphs X - Q n. Ita
w xfollows from a general theorem on expanders 2, 5, 4 . A related result in
w xthe case of Boolean n-cubes is the so-called isoperimetric inequality 9, 6 .
w x  .THEOREM 3 2 . Let G G, S be a Cayley graph with diameter D. For an
 . < < <  . <induced subgraph X - G G, S with X F G G, S r2 we ha¨e
1
< <d X G X .GG , S . 2D q 1 .
< <Proof. Let G be a group acting transitively on a set M with M s n
w xand let A ; M. Then 8, 5
< < 21 A
< <A l gA s . a .< <G nggG
 .Let now M s G and X - G G, S be an induced subgraph such that
< < < <  . < < < < < <X F G r2. G acts transitively on G G, S and X l gX q gX _ X s X .
 . < <Hence a implies that there exists at least one g g G such that gX _ X
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< < LG X r2. Since S generates G we can express g s  s with L F D.ks1 k
w x w xWe observe that for each z g v X _v gX there exists a minimal index
w L0y1 x w x w L0 x w x1 F L F L such that  s z g v X and  s z f v X . There-0 ks1 k ks1 k
w x w x w L0y1 xfore, for each z g v X _v gX there exists a unique h [  s z suchks1 k
w x w x < < < < < <that h g v X _v s X . Since X _ gX s gX _ X and X _ s X sL k0
< <s X _ X , we derivek
L
< < < <gX _ X F s X _ X . k
ks1
From this we conclude that there exists one s with the propertyk 0
< < < <  .s X _ X G X r 2D , since otherwise we immediately obtain the contra-k 0
< < < <diction gX _ X - X r2. This completes the proof of the theorem.
n  .To represent a generalized hypercube Q as a Cayley graph G G, S wea
introduce Z , the cyclic group of order a , the product Z n, and thea a
n  .embedding into its k th factor, i : Z ª Z , x ¬ 0, . . . , x, . . . , 0 . Thenk a a
n  .Q s G G, S , wherea
n
nG [ Z , S [ i Z _0 . .Da k a
ks1
LEMMA 1. Suppose Q n is a generalized n-cube and X is an induceda
n < < n nsubgraph X - Q with X F a r2. Then the ¨ertex boundary d X has thea Qa
property
1
< < < <ni ;n g N, d X G X . . Qa 2n q 1 .
n < < hSuppose X - Q with X F n , h g N. Thena
< < < <nii d X G K n X , K ) 0. . Q 1, h 1, ha
 . nProof. i follows directly from the above theorem since Q sa
 n n  .. n  .G Z , D i Z _0 and Q has diameter n. ii is clear for finite X anda ks1 k a a
< <for X p ` we first prove:
uw x v nClaim 1. ;1 G e ) 0, 'K ) 0 such that there are 1 y e n Z -a
 .generators of the form s [ i g , g g Z _0, with the propertyk k k k a
< < < <s X _ X G K X .k
u vSuppose '1 G e ) 0 such that ;K ) 0 there are G e n generators
 . < < < < u vs s i g with the property s X _ X - K X , 1 F k F e n . Withoutk k k k
 .loss of generality we can assume e n g N and a implies
< < n < < < < 2 XgX _ X s a X y X . a .
nggZa
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h e n < < .  . < <By assumption X F n we can choose l g N such that G n2 X andl
l < <K ) 0 such that Kl - 1r2. For g s  s we have gX _ X Fis1 k i
l e n l< <  . s X _ X . There are elements g of the form g s  s andis1 k is1 kli i
 X.a implies
e n2n < < < < < < < <a X y X F lK X q gX _ X . /l nggZa
lg/ sis1 k i
2 1e n e n . < < < <  . < <We immediately derive the contradiction X y X F X and2l l
Claim 1 follows.
< w x < <  . <  .Claim 2. ;L ) 0, l ) 0, 'm g N, P g v X Q g B P B Q l1 1
w x < 4 < 4 < <  . w xv X G m G Ln - l X . Let X L, m [ v X and0
X L, m [ P g X L, m : Q g B P : .  .  .kq1 k 1
B Q l X L, m G m G Ln , k G 0.4 .  . 41 k
We first observe
;L ) L ) 0, l ) l ) 0, m g N; 'm g N,0 0 0
< < < <X L , m G l X « X L, m G l X . .  .1 0 0 0 k
The implication is proved by induction on k. k s 1 is obvious and the
induction hypothesis reads
;LX ) L, lX ) l, mX ) m; 'm g N,0
X X X< < < <X L , m G l X « X L , m G l X . .  .1 0 0 0 k
<  . < < <  X X.  .Suppose ;m g N, X L, m - l X . For P g X L , m _ X L, m0 kq1 k kq1
w  X . < < xthere are G l y l X of those P holds
X X X XQ g B P ¬ B Q l X L , m G m G L n 4 .  .  . 41 1 ky1
<  .  . <and F Ln vertices Q fulfill B Q l X L, m G m. Therefore, there1 k
 X .  . <  .  X X. < Xare G L y L n vertices Q g B P with B Q l X L , m G m1 1 ky1
<  .  . <  X .4and B Q l X L m - m. We consider Y [ P, Q, P where1 k 1
v
X X .  .P g X L , m _ X L, m ;k kq1
v
X X X . <  .  . < <  .Q g B P such that B Q l X L , m G m , B Q l1 1 ky1 1
 . <X L, m - m;k
v
X X X .   .  ..P g B Q l X L , m _ X L, m .1 ky1 k
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<  .  . <For fixed Q we have B Q l X L m F m, whence there are F m1 k 1
 X. Xvertices P that induce Y-elements P, Q, P . Hence for fixed P there are
 .  X.at most m a y 1 n vertices P with P, Q, P g Y and we obtain
X X< <X G P ¬ 'P , Q: P , Q, P g Y 4 .
LX y L n mX y m 1 .
X X< <w xG l y l X , ;m g N,
a y 1 2 m a y 1 n .
which is impossible. Hence the above implication holds for finite k and, in
 .particular, X L, m / B for L ) L ) 0 and m g N. Next, we provek 0
'L ) L ) 0, l ) 0, ;m g N,0 0 0
< <X L , m G l X « ;m g N: .1 0 0 0
nS 0 l X L, m G . .  .2 r kyr  /r
n<  .  . <  .  .S 0 l X L, m G is proved by induction on r. Since X L, m2 r kyr kr
 .  ./ B we can w.l.o.g. assume that 0 [ 0, . . . , 0 g X L, m . The casek
 .  . r s 0 is clear. For each P g X L, m l S 0 there are G Lnmr aky r 2 r
. . X  .  .  .y 1 2 vertices P g B Q l X L, m , where Q g B P . At most1 kyry1 1
2 X  . X  .a 2 r P -vertices are contained in B 0 and each P g S 0 has2 rq1 2 rq2
a 2 2 r q 2 . .  .  .F vertices P g X L, m l S 0 for which there exists aky r 2 r2
 . X  .Q g B P such that P g B Q . Using the induction hypothesis, we1 1
derive
Lm 1n2S 0 l X L, m G y 2a r n .  .2 rq2 kyry1  / 2r2 a y 1 . a 2 r q 2 . /2
nG , /r q 1
 .and choosing m s m r sufficiently large the assertion holds for finite r.
< < hSince X F n , h g N, this is impossible and there exist no L ) 0,0
<  . < < <l ) 0 such that X L , m G l X for arbitrary m g N and Claim 20 1 0 0 0 0
follows.
1We fix e ) 0 with ) e ) 0. According to Claim 1 there exists K ) 04
w x n < < < <such that 1 y e n Z -generators have the property s X _ X G K X . Wea k
 .  .choose L , l ) 0 such that L q a y 1 l - K 1 y e . According to0 0 0 0
<  . < < < Claim 2 there exists m g N such that X L , m - l X having F a0 1 0 0 0
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. < <  .y 1 nl X neighbors. There are F L n vertices Q g B P , where P g0 0 1
w x  . <  . w x <v X _ X L , m such that B Q l v X G m , whence1 0 0 1 0
< < < < < <1 y e nK X y a y 1 nl X y L n X .  . 0 0
< <nd X G ,Qa m0
and the proof of the lemma is complete.
n   ..LEMMA 2. Let Q be a generalized n-cube, l s c ln n rn, h g N,a n
 n.  4 <Gn < .a ny< Gn <and m a measure on G Q such that m G s l 1 y l . Sup-n a n n n n
pose GX - G is an induced subgraph ha¨ing the propertiesn n
 . Xi e¨ery ¨ertex of G is contained in a connected G -subgraph of sizen n
G nh;
X Xycc n ycc6 6 . < < w x < < w x < <ii G G 1 y n a and G G 1 y n G .n n n
Then there exist constants c, c ) 0 such that6
 X 4lim m G ¬ G contains an induced subgraph G s 1.n n n n
nª`
Proof. Claim 1. For all c ) 0 there exist a.s. no G -components C of2 n n
< < hsize c n F C F n .2 n
Let S be the r.v. counting the G -components of size l, l F nh. Accord-l n
ing to Lemma 1 every G -component of size l F nh has a Q n-vertexn a
boundary of G K nl vertices. The event that this boundary is empty has1, h
   .. .K1, h nl nprobability 1 y c ln n rn . A connected subgraph Y in Q can bea
constructed by a branching process. The process consists in successively
adding vertices from the boundary of previously selected vertices. Obvi-
ously, there are a n vertices to initialize the process. To increase the size
from l y 1 to l a nonvisited vertex can be reached by any of the previously
 . .selected vertices. There are F l y 1 a y 1 n possible vertices to choose
 . nw . xly1from We conclude that there are F l y 1 !a a y 1 n different
components of size l in Q n. Therefore,a
K nl1 , hc ln n .ly1l nw xE S F la a y 1 n 1 y .l n
ly1ln l . l n yc lnn.K l1 , hF e a a y 1 n e . .
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h  .  .Obviously, l F n implies ln l F h ln n and choosing c ) 0 sufficiently
large we obtain
nh nh
h lnn. l n lnay1.n. l yc lnn.K l1 , hw xE S F e a e e l
u v u vls c n ls c n2 2
F nheh lnn.c2 na ne ln ay1.n.c2 neyc lnn.K1 , h c2 n ,
nh w xthat is, lim  E S s 0 and Claim 1 follows.nª` lsu c nv l2
w yc c6 x n nClaim 2. At least 1 y n a Q -vertices are in the vertex boundarya
of a G -component of size G c n.n 12
w n x  . u y1 vSuppose P g v Q is a fixed vertex and a y 1 n s 2l q n . Eacha n 2
of the above n Q n-neighbors that is contained in G will be used to2 a n
initiate a branching process by selecting successively adjacent vertices that
u y1 v w n x w xdiffer in the remaining 2l coordinates of P g v Q . According to 10n a
each of these branching processes produces a G -component G c n withn P
positive constant probability, p ) 0, and all processes are independent. Let
1n  .T be the r.v. counting the Q -vertices having less than c ln n G -neigh-n a n2
bors. Using large deviation results on sums of independent indicator r.v.s
w x7, 3 we obtain
1 yc lnn.1'c ) 0, m P has less than c ln n G -neighbors F e , . 41 n n2
w x yc c10 n  w x.  4Therefore E T s n a and E T rl G m T ) l impliesn n n n
for c - c , lim m T ) nyc c11a n s 0. 411 10 n n
nª`
w yc c11 x n wWe now fix a vertex P from the remaining 1 y n a -vertices having
1  . xG c ln n G -neighbors . The probability that none of its G -neighbors isn n2
 .cr2. lnn. yc3 ccontained in a G -component of size G c n is 1 y p s n .n P
w x yc 3 c nLet now Z be the number of these vertices. Then E Z s n a andn n
w x  4E Z rl G m Z ) l again impliesn n n
m Z ) nyc c5 na n F nyc c3yc 5. . 4n n
 yc c5 n4Accordingly, it follows for c - c , lim m Z ) n a s 0. We now5 3 nª` n n
choose c ) 0 such that nyc c11 q nyc c5 F nyc c6 and we have therefore at6
1yc c n n6  .most n a Q -vertices that either have F c ln n G -neighbors or area n2
not neighbors to a G -component of size c n F l F nh, whence Claim 2.n 2
According to Claim 1 there are a.s. no G -components c n, whence alln 12
other Q n-vertices are either G -vertices or contained in the vertex bound-a n
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ary of a G -component of size G nh. Analogously we obtainn
lim m G ¬ all G -vertices except of l nyc c6a n are inn n n n
nª`
a component of size G nh s 1.4
Taking GX to be the induced subgraph of G induced by all vertices thatn n
hare contained in a G -component of size G n the lemma follows.n
Proof of Theorem 1. According to Lemma 2 a.s. there exists an induced
subgraph GX - G in which each vertex is contained in a G -component ofn n n
X Xh ycc n6< < w xsize G n and G G 1 y n a . The vertex set of G decomposes inton n
u < < h va set X of at most G rn G -connected subgraphs X , . . . , X , wheren n 1 m
< < hX G n .i
In a second random process we select the vertices of Q n _GX with thea n
X  X  ..  4independent probability l s c ln n rn. Suppose A , A is a biparti-n 1 2
tion of X with the properties
 .   . < 4ni min d P , P P g A , P g A G 2,Q 1 2 1 1 2 2a
n n . < <ii c a F A - c a , 0 - c F c F 1r2.2 1 0 2 0
Claim 1. There exist constants c, cX such that A and A are a.s.1 2
connected by vertices selected in the second random process.
Obviously, there are at most 2 <Gn
X < r nh different ways to obtain A and we1
distinguish two scenarios:
1 1
n ni A l A - a and ii A l A G a . .  .1 2 1 2n n
 .In case of i , we have according to Lemma 1
1
< < < <nd A G A .Q 1 1a 2n q 1 .
Xycc n n6Since there are at most n a vertices in Q _G we can assume that ata n
Xn . nleast c rn a vertices P g d A are G -vertices and the latter by00 Q 1 na
X .definition connect A and A notice that G s A j A . An edge of the1 2 n 1 2
X 2 4 nform P, Q , where Q g A and P g d A , is selected with probability l1 Q 1 na
 .nand each P g d A has at least 1 and at most a y 1 n neighborsQ 1a
contained in A . From this we conclude that none of the above edges1
 4P, Q is chosen with probability of at most
X 2 . < <c rn A` 1X 21 y l .n
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Therefore, for h s 4 and cX sufficiently large,
X 2 n .c rn c a00 22X¡ ¦c ln n .5 nc  lnn.r n .a~ ¥3lim 2 1 y s 0, /¢ §nnª`
 4i.e., the probability of keeping the bipartition A , A separated in the1 2
second randomization tends to zero.
 .In case of ii no vertex of A l A can be selected in the second1 2
w  X  .. xa n r nrandomization. This event has probability 1 y c ln n rn and
na rnXc ln n .5 nc lnn.r n .a3lim 2 1 y s 0 5nnª`
 4proves that A , A a.s. cannot stay separated in the second random1 2
process, whence Claim 1. Claim 1 immediately implies that the closure of
the largest component, C 1., has the propertyn
1. nw x'c ) 0, ;e ) 0, lim m G ¬ C G 1 y e a s 1. 4n n n
nª`
Let now Y be the G -subgraph induced by all vertices of G _C 1..n n n n
Claim 2. We can choose c sufficiently large such that
1. < <w x;e ) 0, lim m G ¬ C G 1 y e G s 1. 4n n n n
nª`
< < < < < X < w yc c6 x < <Suppose Y G c G . Since we have G G 1 y n G the subgraphn 1 n n n
X X X < < XY s Y l G contains c G G -vertices. For constant, large c ) 0 let Ln n n 1 n n 12 n
n  .be the r.v. counting the number of Q -vertices that have ) c ln na 12
G -neighbors. There are using the large deviation results of sums ofn
w x w x  4independent Boolean r.v.s 7, 3 and E L rl G m L ) l for positiven n n
. yc 11 n ninteger valued r.v.s at most n a of those Q -vertices. Choosing ca 12
X < < X  .sufficiently large there are c G Y -vertices having degree at most c ln n .2 n n 12
X  4nLet ­ Y be the set of edges P, Q that have exactly one extremity inQ na
w X xv Y . Then
X X< < < <n­ Y G c G a y 1 n y c ln n , .  .Q n 2 n 12a
< X < < < Xn nwhich immediately implies d Y G c G . Removing from d Y allQ n 13 n Q na a
n  . wQ -vertices that have ) c ln n G -neighbors being connected to at mosta 12 n
 . 1yc11 n xa y 1 n a edges we obtain
y1X X 1yc n11< < < <nd Y G c ln n c G a y 1 n y c ln n y a y 1 n a . .  .  .  .Q n 12 2 n 12a
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n< <Thus Y ) c a , which is a.s. impossible according to Claim 1, and Claimn 13
2 follows. Finally, let C 2. be the second largest component of G . Accord-n n
2. < 2. < < <ing to Claim 2, C has at most C s u G with lim u s 0 vertices.n n n n nª` n
< 2. < nClaim 3. Suppose h s 3 and C s u a with lim u s 0. Thenn n nª` n
2.'C ) 0, C F Cnrln n . .n
< 2. < 3 2. XSuppose C ) n . Then, by definition, C contains only G -vertices. Itn n n
u < 2. < 3 vis therefore composed of at most C rn connected G -subgraphs.n n
< 2. < 3Without loss of generality we can assume C rn g N and proceed byn
performing two randomizations. First we select vertices with l sn
  .. X  X  ..c ln n rn and second with l s c ln n rn. After the first randomn
X < X < 3G rn2. n .process, since C - G , there are at most different ways to obtain2. 3n n < <C rnn
C 2.. We next compute the probability that C 2. is still a G -componentn n n
after the second randomization, i.e., the probability of the event that in the
second randomization no vertex boundary has been chosen. First note
w < 2. < < X <x .lim C r G s 0 ,nª` n n
'n g N, ;n G n ,0 0
3< <y G rn2. 2. n< < < <  < < < <.C r G 1y C r Gn n n n2. 2.3< < C CG rn n nn F 1 y2. 3 < < < < /< < G GC rn n nn
2 2.cw1r n x CÄ nF e , c ) 0.Ä
 . < 2. < 3 nw . x <Cn2. < < 2. < <Cn2. <In case Cnrln n F C F n there are at most a a y 1 n Cn n
 .of those components cf. the proof of Lemma 2 . For the vertex boundary
of C 2. holdsn
2. 3 2. 2.
nfor C F n , d C G K n C , K ) 0,n Q n 1 n 1a
K22. 3 2. 2.
nfor C ) n , d C G C , K ) 0.n Q n n 2a n
Suppose Z is the r.v. counting the number of G -components C such thatn n n
< < n w xc n F C F u a , lim u s 0. We will prove lim E Z s 0:2 n n nª` n nª` n
'n g N, ;n G n ,0 0
3 K nlX 1n c ln n .ly1n lw xE Z F a a y 1 n l 1 y .n nu  .vls Cnrln n
 .n K rn lX 2a c ln n .2c1r n . lÄq e 1 y n3lsn q1
3 n lnay1.n.C n r lnn.. 3C n ycX K C n cÄn ycX ln n.K n1 n 2- n a e e e q a e e ,
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3 l 3 lnn. l   X  .. . . 3since for l F n holds l F e and 1 y c ln n rn K rn n s2
yc X ln n.K 2 n X w xe . Choosing c sufficiently large we conclude lim E Z s 0,nª` n
whence
2.lim m C G Cnrln n s 0. . 4n n
nª`
< 2. <  .That is a.s. C F Cnrln n with C ) 0 and Claim 3 follows. Claim 3n
immediately implies GX s C 1. and the proof of the theorem is complete.n n
1.4. Proof of Theorem 2
n  4Let Q be a generalized n-cube, G an induced subgraph with m G sa n n n
a y 1n<G < a y <G < y1n n ’ .l 1 y l , and l ) 1 y a . We first claim
w x;k g N, lim m G ¬ ;P g v G : P has a G -degree ) k s 1. a 4  .n n n n
nª`
To prove the claim, for k g N, let Z be the r.v. counting the verticesn, k
w xP g v G with degree F k. We immediately observen
k
a y 1 n  . . ay1 nyin iw xE Z F a l 1 y l .n , k  /iis0
k
nlk ay1F k q 1 a y 1 n a 1 y l . .  .  .
1 y l
a y 1
y1’ w xAccordingly, l ) 1 y a implies ;k g N, lim E Z s 0,nª` n, k
whence the claim follows.
LEMMA 3. Let Q n be a generalized n-cube, 0 - l F 1 a constant, anda
 n.  4 <Gn < .a ny< Gn <m a measure on G Q such that m G s l 1 y l . Let furthern a n n
G - G be the subgraph induced by all ¨ertices incident to at least l edges.n, l n
Then
; l g N, ' l g N,1
X w x X 1.  l1.nlim m G ¬ ;P , P g ¨ G : d P , P s k , 'P , . . . , P .n n n , l Q 1 1anª`
 4 X1. X l1.  X 4 Xg d P , P , . . . , P g d P : 'c n independent G -pathsG 1 1 G P , P nn n
connecting P  i. and PX i. of length k q 4; 1 F i F l ; c X ) 0 s 1.51 1 1 P , P
Proof. We first introduce a specific family of paths in Q n. For P, PX ga
w n x  X.  . X  X .nv Q with d P, P s k we write P s x and P s x ,a Q i 1F iF n i 1F iF na
where x / xX for 1, . . . , k and x s xX otherwise. We definei i i i
g P [ x , . . . , x , xX , . . . , xX , x , . . . , x , .  .j 1 j jq1 k kq1 n
0 F j F k . 1 .
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 X.   .  .  .  .. nThen, p P, P [ g P , g P , . . . , g P , g P is a Q -path con-k ky1 1 0 a
necting P and PX. Let P , PX denote two vertices adjacent to P and PX,1 1
 4 Xrespectively that differ in exactly one coordinate h f 1, . . . , k from P, P .
P , P X  .  X .Suppose X G is the r.v. counting all G -paths p P , P . Obviously,n, k n n 1 1
P , P X w P , P X x kq1 . .X is Binomially distributed with mean E X s l a y 1 n y k .n, k n, k
X w xWe now fix l g N. By assumption P, P g v G have at least l G -1 n n
a y 1
y1’w  .xneighbors note that this is implied for l ) 1 y a by a . Let Pl
X w xbe the probability for the existence of a pair of vertices P, P g v G withn
  i. X i..  i.  4 X i.  X4l pairs of vertices P , P , P g d P , P g d P , 1 F i F l, all of1 1 1 G 1 Gn n
them being not connected by a G -path.n
Claim. There exists a constant c ) 0 such that lim P F15 nª` l
lim eyl c15 n.nª`
The above 2 l vertices P  i., PX i., 1 F i F l, differ by definition from1 1
P, PX in exactly one coordinate. Since l is finite we can assume that the
above 2 l vertices differ from P, PX exactly in 2 l different coordinates. In
  i. X i..  4nparticular, d P , P s k q 2. Suppose L [ 1, . . . , k, i , . . . , i .Q 1 1 l, k 1 2 la
  i. X i.. w  i.x w X i.x .We consider for fixed pair P , P only paths p P , P by1 1 1 1 1 1
varying one of the coordinates having index j f L . Different pairsl, k
  i. X i..   j. X j.. w  i.xP , P and P , P induce pairwise disjoint paths p P ,1 1 1 1 1 1
w X i.x . w  j.x w X j.x x. nP , p P , P . We thereby obtain lc n independent Q -paths1 1 1 1 1 1 0 a
connecting P and PX and each of them is a G -path with probability lkq3.n
w xUsing the large deviation result 3, 7 we obtain
l
X i. i. 1P , P kq3 kq3 yc ln1 1 15m X y ll c n ) ll c n F e .n 0 02n , kq2 5
is1
2 nw . x2 l XThere exist at most a a y 1 n different pairs of vertices P, P with
  i. X i.. ncorresponding pairs of neighbors P , P , 1 F i F l, in Q . In particu-1 1 a
lar, for l sufficiently large, the expected number of G -disconnected pairsn
becomes asympotically
2 l2 n yc ln15lim a a y 1 n e s 0. .
nª`
If we replace the above l by l l, l g N, the above argument proves that1 1
  i. X i.. Xthere exist l pairs P , P each being connected by c n independent1 1 1 P , P
paths of length k q 4, and the proof of the lemma is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2. According to Lemma 3 we can choose l g N such
that
w x nlim m G ¬ ;P , Q g v G : d P , Q .n n n , l Qanª`
s k « d P , Q F k q 6 s 1. . 4Gn
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w x n  .For any two vertices P, Q g v G we fix a Q -path P, U , . . . , U , Q ofn, l a 1 m
minimal length connecting them. Then we can choose k g N and pick a
 .  .X X Xy nsubfamily of G vertices U , . . . , U such that d U , U F t. Ac-n, l i i Q i i1 s a r r
 . u  . vcording to Lemma 3 a.s. all pairs U , U , 1 F r F d P, Q rk , arei ir rq1
connected by a G -path of length F k q 2 t q 6. This guarantees for alln
w xP, Q g v G the existence of a G -path of length F c n, c ) 0,n, l n P , Q P , Q
connecting P and Q. In particular G , for l sufficiently large, is an, l
connected subgraph of G with shortest paths of length F c n. This andn P , Q
Lemma 3 imply
lim m G has property a s 1. 4 .n n wG xn , lnª`
For constant l ) 0 and l g N it is immediately checked that there are at
< <most u G vertices having degree F l, where lim u s 0. Hence,n n nª` n
< < < <w x' l g N, ;e ) 0, lim m G ¬ G G 1 y e G s 1. 4n n n , l n
nª`
a y 1
y1’  .For l ) 1 y a , a implies for arbitrary l g N, G s G , a.s. andn, l n
a y 1
y1’it remains to show for l - 1 y a ,
 4lim m G is disconnected s 1.n n
nª`
Let Z be the r.v. that counts the number of isolated G -vertices.n n
w n .ay1.n xClaim. For m s lim la 1 y l the r.v. Z is Poisson dis-nª` n
w xtributed with E Z s m, i.e.,n
ml
ym 4lim m Z s l s e .n n l!nª`
 4 w x rSuppose m g R j 0 . Then it suffices to show that lim E Z s mq nª` n r
 .holds for all r g N. For each ordered r-tuple P , . . . , P of vertices the1 r
n  . w . x  .number of adjacent Q -neighbors, N r , fulfills r a y 1 n y r F N r Fa
a n .  .  .r a y 1 n and there are at most r a y 1 n sets of r-vertices with lessr y 1
 . w n xthan a y 1 nr adjacent vertices in v Q . We derivea
a n
 .ay1 nr < < < <1 y l G m G s l 4 .  . n n nr
lsr
w xF E Zn r
a n
 .ay1 nr< <F G 1 y l . . n r
lsr
w . xay1 nyr rry1< < < <q G r a y 1 n 1 y l m G s l . 4 .  . 4n n n
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a n a n l a nyl < < 4  .  .  .The r th factorial moment of m G s l reads  l l 1 y ln n lsr r l
r n. w n xr 2w n xry1 w n xr r n.s l a . Since la y r la F la y r F l a we obtainr r
2 rr  .ay1 nnlim 1 y la 1 y l .nlanª`
w xF lim E Zn r
nª`
r2  .ay1 nyry1 yn nF lim 1 q l a r a y 1 n 1 y l la 1 y l . .  .  .
nª`
This proves
r .ay1 nnw xlim E Z r lim la 1 y l s 1 .n r
nª` nª`
w xand the claim follows. For m s ` the above claim proves lim E Z rnª` n 2
w x2lim E Z s 1, whencenª` n
 4; l g N, lim m Z G l s 1,n n
nª`
and the proof of the theorem is complete.
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